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Abstract— We present a computationally efficient demosaicing
algorithm based on a luminance-chrominance model of the
Color Filter Array (CFA) image. We show that the chrominance
information can be estimated using simple low-pass filtering. This
algorithm allows us to use separable recursive filters, which are
particularly adapted for real-time processing. Moreover, while
most of demosaicing algorithms are specific to a particular CFA
(usually the popular Bayer CFA), our method can be applied to
any CFA. We present a linear version of the algorithm and an
adaptive extension.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Color demosaicing refers to the operation of constructing a
color image from a mosaic of chromatic samples. In digital
cameras today, the color information is sampled with a single
sensor in front of which is placed a Color Filter Array (CFA).
The resulting image has a single color value per pixel and
should be interpolated to retrieve the corresponding color
image. The interpolation is not perfect and there may appear
artifacts in the reconstructed image. The most used CFA is the
one proposed by Bayer [1].

Two main types of methods have been proposed in the litera-
ture : linear ones and adaptive ones, each corresponding to one
characteristic of color images [2]. Linear methods exploitthe
spectral correlation or inter-plane correlation (the color planes
are very similar one to each other in high frequencies). Since
this correlation depends only on the spectral sensitivities of the
color filters, it is assumed constant over the image and a linear
uniform algorithm can be used. Nonlinear or adaptive methods
exploit the spatial correlation or intra-plane correlation (there
is a stronger correlation between pixels along a contour than
across it). One assumes that a contour in the image should be
treated differently than a uniform region. In particular these
methods prevent from interpolating across edges.

The visual artifacts of the demosaicing process can be
substantially reduced by taking into account both correlations.
However, an adaptive algorithm means analyzing the image
content, and hence increasing the computational complexity of
the algorithm. At the opposite, linear methods are computa-
tionally efficient, but there may remain some artifacts in areas
of high frequency content. Thus, demosaicing always results
in a compromise between image quality and computation time.
The seek for the optimal tradeoff is becoming more and
more determining with the advent of cameras on embedded
systems such as mobile phones. In this context, we propose
a linear method which uses recursive filtering to reduce time

of computation. We also propose an extension with adaptive
processing to increase the quality of the reconstructed image.

Alleyssonet al. have introduced a spectral model [3] that
shows that a CFA image (or a mosaic image) is a spatial
multiplexing of chromatic samples which modulates color
information in spatial frequency while leaving luminance
band based. A linear, space-invariant demosaicing algorithm
was proposed from this model using a frequency selection
approach to estimate luminance and chrominance. There are
three drawbacks to this method. First, while the method is
extremely simple, the high-order FIR (typically 7x7) is time
consuming. Second, the method is not adaptive, and a zipper
effect may arise along edges. And third, its luminance filteris
specific to the Bayer CFA.

Adaptive methods also have a drawback in making the adap-
tive decision using the three color channels simultaneously.
This makes the adaptive method dependent on the arrangement
of the chromatic samples in the mosaic and prevents from
using recursive filters. To our knowledge, the only attemptsof
demosaicing a general mosaic can be found in [2] and [4], but
they are computationally heavy.

In the proposed method, we first estimate an alias-free,
low-frequency (LF) version of the luminance signal in the
CFA image. This LF luminance is substracted to the mosaic
image, to obtain the high-frequency (HF) mosaic image. We
show that if this HF mosaic image is demultiplexed, the
chrominance signals are located at low frequency, where the
LF luminance was previously removed from. This property
allows us to estimate the chrominance signals using a simple
low-pass filter. There are three advantages to the method.
First, each step of the method is independent from the spatial
arrangement of the chromatic filters. Second, the filters used
are space-invariant and separable. An efficient implementation
can be made using separable recursive filtering. Third, the LF
luminance can be used to render the chrominance filtering
adaptive to the luminance content (as other adaptive methods
do) while still being independent from the configuration of the
mosaic.

The paper is organised as follows. We first recall the spectral
model in Section II. Then, we describe our new method in
Section III. We finally discuss its implementation in both linear
and adaptive manners, using recursive filters (Section IV).
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Fig. 1. CFA patterns and amplitude specta of a correspondingCFA image:
(a) Bayer CFA; (b) diagonal stripes CFA; (c) CFA proposed by Lukac [2].

II. COLOR OPPOSITION MODEL

Let m be the global sampling lattice (or mosaic), without
considering the type of color filter. We restrict ourselves to the
case wherem is a square lattice of Dirac impulses.m can be
decomposed into three sub-mosaicmR, mG andmB:

m = mR +mG +mB (1)

where mi(x, y) is 1 or 0 whether the filteri (with i ∈
{R,G,B}) is present or not at pixel(x, y). In the Fourier
domain, we have:

m̂ = δ0 and







m̂R = r0δ0 +
∑

n6=0

rnδn

m̂G = g0δ0 +
∑

n6=0

gnδn

m̂B = b0δ0 +
∑

n6=0

bnδn

(2)

where δn denotes the Dirac impulse at spatial frequencyn.
For instance, for the Bayer patternn describes the set [3]:

{

(
k

2
,
l

2
), with (k, l) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} and (k, l) 6= (0, 0)

}

(3)

r0, g0 and b0 are the mean values of each submosaic, or
in other words, the probability at each spatial location to
have a sample of the respective color channel. Let us call
them respectivelypR, pG and pB. By unicity of the Fourier
transform, we may conclude:

{
pR + pG + pB = 1
rn + gn + bn = 0 (∀n 6= 0)

(4)

Now, let I = {CR, CG, CB} be a color image,i.e. with three
color planes. The resulting CFA imageIm (a grayscale image
containing the color mosaic) is obtained by:

Im(x, y) =
∑

i∈{R,G,B}

Ci(x, y).mi(x, y) (5)

and its Fourier transform is:

Îm(ν) =
∑

i

piĈi(ν)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

φ̂(ν)

+
∑

n6=0

rnĈR(n− ν)

+ gnĈG(n− ν)

+ bnĈB(n− ν)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ψ̂n(n−ν)

(6)
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Fig. 2. Amplitude spectra: (a) LF luminanceφLF ; (b) HF mosaic image
IHF
m , (c) R channel of the demultiplexed HF mosaic image{IHF

m }R. Each
figure corresponds to the Bayer case.

φ is a linear combination of color signals with positive
weights, it is homogeneous to a luminance.ψn(n − ν) is a
linear combination of color signals with coefficients whose
sum vanishes, modulated at frequencyn. It is a modulated
chrominance. Fig. 1 shows three examples of CFA’s and the
amplitude spectra of an image sampled by those CFA’s. We
can see on that figure that the CFA pattern guides the location
of the chrominance carriers, and controls thus the amount of
aliasing between the baseband luminance and the modulated
chrominances.

This model has been used for designing a linear space-
invariant demosaicing algorithm [3] and two adaptive algo-
rithms [5], [6], which all apply on the Bayer CFA.

III. D ESCRIPTION OF THE NOVEL APPROACH

Let f be a lowpass filter, whose characteristics will specified
later. Let us callILFm the CFA image filtered by f:

ILFm = f ∗ Im (7)

where∗ denotes the convolution product. Using Eqn. 6 and the
fact that the chrominances are modulated to high frequencies
(which is the case for most mosaic), we have:

f ∗
∑

n6=0

ψn = 0 (8)

and hence
ILFm = f ∗ φ (9)

The last equation holds if the frequency cutofffc of filter f
is lower than(n − fmax), with fmax the highest frequency
of the chrominance signals.ILFm thus contains a coarse (but
alias-free) estimate of the luminance imageφ (Fig. 2(a)). We
will call it now φLF .

Let IHFm be the complementary signal (Fig. 2(b)):

IHFm = Im − φLF (10)

According to the frequency representation of CFA image
(Eqn. 6), IHFm conveys the modulated chromatic opposition
signals and the details of luminance (high-frequency lumi-
nanceφHF ). In the frequency domain we have:

ÎHFm (ν) = φ̂HF (ν) +
∑

n6=0

ψ̂n(n− ν) (11)

with φ = φLF + φHF .
Let us now examine the demultiplexing ofIHFm . The

demultiplexing of a mosaic image consists in the isolation of



each chromatic channel of the image into three components.
The pixel with no color information are set to zero, according
to themi patterns. In practice, it means selecting all the pixels
of a chromatic class and copying them onto a matrix filled with
zeros. This is formally equivalent to multiplying the mosaic
imageIHFm by the submosaicsmi:

{IHFm }i(x, y) = IHFm (x, y)mi(x, y) (12)

Using Eqn 10, it comes:

{IHFm }i) = Immi − φLFmi (13)

where in factImmi = Cimi, andCi = φ+{ψ}i. So we have:

{IHFm }i = (φ+ ψi)mi − φLFmi

= (φHF + ψi)mi
(14)

The submosaicmi can be decomposed into the sum of a
constant partpi and a modulating part̃mi, mi = pi + mi

as in Eqn. 2, which yields to:

{IHFm }i = pi(φ
HF + ψi)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

baseband

+ (φHF + ψi)mi
︸ ︷︷ ︸

modulated

(15)

We thus have two terms in the expression of{IHFm }i : one
term is baseband, the other one is HF modulated (Fig. 2(b)).
Moreover, if the frequency cutofffc of filter f was chosen
to match the chrominance bandwidth,IHFm and ψi have
disjoint supports (the chrominance of natural imagesψ beeing
generally a lowpass signal). Consequently, a simple lowpass
filter on the demultiplexed HF image is sufficient to recover
the full chrominance components of the image. In practice we
use the same filterf used for the estimation ofφLF :

{ψ}i =
1

pi
f ∗ {IHFm }i (16)

Knowing the mosaic image and the chrominance components,
one can retrieve the full luminance component by substraction:

φ = Im −
∑

i

ψimi (17)

An error-free recovery is theoretic, in practice there is alias-
ing between chrominance and modulated luminance which
expresses itself through false colors and/or zipper noise.To
improve the visual rendering, an adaptive extension of the
algorithm will be introduced in the next section.

To sum up, the methods can ben divided into 5 steps:
1) separation of the mosaic imageIm into lowpass (ILFm =

φLF ) and highpass (IHFm ) components using a lowpass
filter f ,

2) demultiplexing of the HF component,
3) using f , filtering of each marginal plane of the de-

multiplexed image in order to get the chrominance
componentsψR,ψG andψB,

4) retrieving of the luminance componentφ by substrac-
tion between the mosaic image and the “remodulated”
chrominance1,

1the modulation is purely virtual, since it consists in discarding some pixels
according to the zeros in the latticemi
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Fig. 3. Frequency response of the IIR filter (dB).

5) addition of luminance to chrominance to get anCR, CG
andCB.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION

In the following section, we present two implementations
of the approach that was described in the preceding section.
Both use recursive filtering, which makes them particularly
fast. One is a linear version whereas the other one is an edge-
adaptive extension.

A. Linear method

The crucial point of the linear method is the design of the
filter f . f has the only constraint to be lowpass, and to match
the chrominance bandwidth. For computational efficiency, we
chose to implement it using a separable recursive filter whose
z-transform is:

F (z1, z2) = F1(z1)F2(z2) (18)

wherez1 andz2 are the horizontal and vertical variables, and
with

Fk(zk) =
1 − a

1 + a

1

1 − az−1
k

1

1 − azk
(19)

Note thatF involves only 4 neighbors. Its frequency response
is represented in Fig. 3. As the reader can see, F attenuates
much more in diagonal than in horizontal/vertical directions.
Hence, a one-order numerator is needed for mosaics whose
mi modulate at horizontal or vertical direction (e.g. the Bayer
pattern for R/B channels) in order to vanish the filter at
frequencies(0,±0.5) and (±0.5, 0). However, this FIR is
superfluous for CFA’s that do not modulate chrominance in
horizontal and vertical directions at the Niquist frequency (i.e.
0.5).

The parametera controls the cutoff frequency, and hence,
the tradeoff between false colors and zipper noise. For the
Kodak database, we empirically founda = 0.5.

Note that Eqn. 16, the densitiespi of the color filters are
involved. For the Bayer CFA, these are constant and have
values{0.25, 0.5, 0.25}. In a general case, these densities may
vary locally around the global mean values. These variations
have to be taken into account in the filtering process in order
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Fig. 4. Crop of a demosaiced image using: (a) (b) .

to match the luminance definition (Eqn. 6). Eqn. 16 will be
thus rewritten (fori ∈ {R,G,B}):

ψi =
f ∗ {IHFm }i
f ∗mi

(20)

This technique is called normalised convolution [7]. Note that
f ∗mi depends only on the mosaic and can thus be hard coded.
The same precaution holds for the estimation ofφLF .

B. Adaptive extension

The coarse, alias-free luminanceφLF can be exploited in an
edge-adaptive manner. This “rough” estimate may appear sub-
optimal to the reader who is aware that classical demosaicing
methods use the mosaic imageIm directly (e.g. [5], [8]),
without any lowpass filtering. However these methods must
compute gradients between pixels of the same class (R, G or
B), wich are not adjacent on the CFA. Therefore,φLF contains
the same amount of spatial information as the marginal planes
of the mosaic image do. MoreoverφLF has the great advantage
of bein totally independent from the mosaic, since it contains
pure spatial information. The edge detection is thus mosaic
blind. We compute the horizontalw1 and verticalw2 gradients
(w2 has the same definition asw1, but transposed to the
vertical direction):

w1(x, y) = abs(φLF (x, y + 1) − φLF (x, y − 1)) (21)

These gradients dictates the choice of eitherF1 or F2 at
each pixel for the direction of the chrominance filtering. As
other adaptive demosaicing methods, a postprocessing stepis
needed, in order to update the values of chrominance with the
estimated luminance.

C. Results

The linear version has the same visual performance in term
of quality than in [9], as shown by Fig. 4(a), but drastically
reduces the computation time, because of the recursive filter.
Our estimate of the equivalent FIR would be of size9 × 9.
The adaptive method substantially removes the zipper noise
that arises with the linear method (Fig. 4(b)). It is noteworthy
that the CFA pattern is recognizable through the zipper noise.
The artifact is thus more or less perceivable depending on the
pattern.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented a new demosaicing approach that has the
advantage to be efficient in computational time and to be
applicable to any CFA arrangement, while giving a visual
result comparable to the most recent methods. In this imple-
mentation, the coefficient of the recursive filtering is constant
over the image. It would be interesting to study the effect of
an adaptive coefficient that follows the content of the image.

Finally, this algorithm makes an analogy with the visual
system. The human retina provides a coarse estimate of the
achromatic spatial information in a channel (in the output
of the retina) called magno-cellular pathway. This channelis
thought to prepare the information for the brain before the
arrival of the details of spatial information (high frequencies
of luminance) and color oppositions, which are conveyed by
the parvo-cellular pathway.
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